


Chapter One

FRANCESCO, SON OF PIETRO DI BERNARDONE

“Francesco di Pietro di Bernardone, pay attention! Attende, 
attende, attende!” This had become a familiar refrain for 

Francis at San Giorgio, the little school outside Assisi’s south 
gate. Sometimes he awoke at night from a restless sleep with 
those words ringing in his ears. He knew too well the scowls 
on the faces of the dons when he made a mistake in his sums or 
misspelled a word on his wax tablet. 

The six and a half years that Francis spent under the tutelage 
of the dons at San Giorgio passed quickly for his parents, who 
watched their son shoot up into a stripling. To Francis the years 
seemed to crawl. His days spent in school were uninspiring at 
best; dullness alternated only with exasperation. Don Sylvester 
was a stern teacher and the other dons at the school followed his 
lead. 

Francis had come into the world in 1182 with an amiable 
awareness of others and a love of all things beautiful. As a small 
child, he delighted in tales of chivalry, spending tranquil after-
noons playing that he was Roland at Roncevaux Pass defending 



Charlemagne’s army against the Basques. He knew by heart all 
the French poems and songs that his mother could remember 
from her youth in Marseille, and he loved to hear the stories 
and chansons of the troubadours who passed through Assisi. 
He memorized them all and entertained his parents and their 
friends with them. But the dons at San Giorgio were not so 
readily impressed.  

“Francesco!” the don snapped, so that Francis stiffened. “In 
Book Five of the poem ‘Tristia,’ Ovid wrote ‘Rident stolidi verba 
Latina.’ Parse this saying and translate it accurately.” Francis had 
no difficulty understanding poetry, but his grasp of grammar 
was shaky. It took more than one attempt to parse the sentence. 
He redeemed himself in the end with a satisfactory translation of 
the saying, “Fools laugh at the Latin language,” but he thought, 
At least they laugh, which is more than we may do here. 

Francis did not care whether a particular noun was in the 
dative or ablative case. He rarely remembered which was which; 
it did not seem to merit much attention. He did his schoolwork 
most of the time, and he tried to conceal his apathy. However, 
when the sky was clear and Francis could hear the city’s foun-
tains splashing in the piazza, his thoughts soared with the birds 
outside.   

By the time he was thirteen, Francis had had enough of 
education. His mother could not persuade him otherwise and 
his father did not try. Pietro di Bernardone had little educa-
tion himself and he noticed that his business did not suffer for 
it. Besides, he thought, he could use his son’s help around the 
shop. Customers liked Francis; he had a way of putting them at 



ease. He had learned to write well enough to satisfy his father 
and he could do the simple computations required to keep reli-
able records of sales and purchases. What more did the son of a 
successful cloth merchant need? 

Reinforced by his father’s opinion of education, Francis 
expressed it in his own terms. “School is a waste of time,” he said 
to his friend, Benetto, on the way to school one morning. “There 
is so much more we could be doing! The world is teeming with 
excitement while we spend our days listening to Don Sylvester 
prattle on about things that have no relevance to life.” 

Benetto was the son of the town’s tailor of the same name. 
He was an amiable lad, stout, friendly, and untroubled by ambi-
tion. Benetto was inclined to agree with Francis in this opinion, 
as he did in most any other idea Francis expressed. “I can surely 
make a living just as well without reading Latin and Greek! 
Simple arithmetic and common sense are about all we really 
need,” he concurred.

“For myself,” said Francis, “I will earn honor one day as 
a knight. Horsemanship, tilting, and archery are skills worth 
cultivating. Chivalry is what we ought to be learning, Benetto. 
Honestly, the troubadours have more to teach about life than 
the dons.”

“You speak wisely,” said Benetto.
“Let’s take the day off then, to enhance our education!” 

Francis suggested with a devious gleam in his eyes.  
The two friends turned around without a backward glance 

at the school gates and sauntered over to the Bernardone stables. 
Francis offered Benetto the use of his Spanish pony, and they 



went out for a day of hawking and fishing, finishing off with a 
leisurely swim in the cool water of the Chiacasco River. 

Late in the afternoon, Francis flew into his mother’s kitchen, 
“I’m taking some of this, Mother!” he announced as he placed 
slice upon slice of roast venison onto a platter.  

Lady Pica objected, “Your father will be home any minute 
and then we will have a family meal. Stay with us this evening.”

“No,” he told her, “Benetto, Lapaccio, and Roberto are 
waiting outside. We are preparing a little feast of our own!” He 
gave his mother a fleeting smile and peered into the pots. Into 
a bowl he heaped some gnocchi that was simmering in a sauce, 
and then he was out the door with the steaming dishes. Dona 
Pica heard the boys laughing as they walked away together. She 
could only guess where they were going, or at what time of the 
night Francis would return. She shook her head and sighed. 

Once, in the months before Francis was born, she had 
received a powerful premonition that the child under her heart 
would be a “Son of God” with some great purpose in his life. 
She recalled it often; the recollection gave her comfort on days 
like this.   

When Dona Pica complained of their son’s behavior to 
Pietro that evening, her husband merely snorted, “It is time 
the boy was finished with his schooling anyway. I will make 
an apprentice out of him. He has the wit, and with time and 
training, responsibility will come.”

“I suppose you are right,” Pica reluctantly agreed. “He would 
be free, then, to accompany you on your next trip to Provence as 



he has always wanted,” she added hopefully. “It might spur his 
interest in the cloth business.”

Pietro shook his head. “He’s crazy to want to make that trip. 
It is grueling for a child, and fraught with danger. I am begin-
ning to weary of it myself. Anyway, you can be sure it’s not the 
cloth trade that attracts him to France. It’s those absurd trouba-
dours and lovesick poets.” 

Pica knew that Francis longed to go with his father to 
Provence and to the Champagne Fairs. She also knew that it was 
the romance of French culture and the Cote d’Azur that tanta-
lized their oldest son, not the cloth business. 

“As soon as I can,” Francis would dream aloud, “I am going 
to travel all over France as a troubadour, performing the poems 
of Marie de France before spellbound crowds. Perhaps one day I 
will even compose my own lyrical poetry.” Dona Pica smiled at 
her son’s youthful enthusiasm for her homeland with its ideals 
of chivalry, its world-renowned tournaments, and the “courts of 
love” that flourished there. 

Even if Francis could not travel with his father just yet, 
he considered working in the shop preferable to the tedium 
of school. He had met the minimum academic requirements, 
and on the side he had mastered the ability to juggle fifteen 
abacus beads at once while Don Sylvester’s back was turned. 
There seemed little point to Francis in prolonging his education.  
Consequently, at age thirteen, Francis quit school and began 
his apprenticeship in the cloth merchant trade. 

He lacked enthusiasm for the job, however. Over the next 
three years he did only what he must to pacify his father, and 



nothing more. He focused much more on amusing himself 
with friends and dreaming of a glorious future. By the time he 
was sixteen, he was utterly unreliable and a source of conster-
nation to his parents.

“Let’s see what’s happening at Campo di Sementone today,” 
Francis suggested one late morning, forgetting that he had prom-
ised his father he would come to the shop after breakfast. His 
friends, Roberto and Benetto, sat with Francis on the balcony 
of Benetto’s two-story home. From there, they could see the full 
length of the narrow side street below, leading all the way to 
the city’s gate known as Porta del Sementone. They had noticed 
knights in full armor that morning passing through it on their 
way to the military field beyond.  

Francis and his friends often went to Campo di Sementone 
to watch crossbow practice, sword fights, and tilting exercises. 
If they were lucky, there might be a jousting tournament that 
would hold them spellbound for the day. The boys made their 
own swords, spears, and bucklers out of wood scraps. 

Francis had acquired some mastery with the sword and the 
spear by watching and practicing. He and his friends refined 
their skills with a lance and a makeshift quintain, a sawdust 
dummy they had made. It supported a thick wooden shield that 
spun on a pivot when it was struck squarely in the middle. Out 
of the top of the pivot pole a wooden arm projected at right 
angles from which the boys suspended a small sandbag. When 
the shield was hit squarely, the arm swung around, full circle. 



The boys quickly learned to duck and dodge, or else to take the 
consequences on the head.

With the quintain playing the part of the imaginary enemy, 
Francis sometimes recited an entire battle scene from the ballads 
of King Arthur to the amusement of his friends. He attended 
every tournament in Assisi and in the nearby towns of Perugia 
and Foligno. Even if he was not born of noble blood, he could 
mimic the manners and bearing of a true knight until, somehow, 
someday, he could find a way to become one. 

When Francis remembered his broken promise to his father 
that morning, he lightly shrugged it off. It was not the first time 
he had neglected his duties, nor would it be the last. He had 
begun to resent the work he was asked to do day in and day 
out. To his parents’ dismay, he could no longer be depended 
upon to help at the shop for more than a few hours in a week. 
Neither did he help his mother with the burdens of household 
management. Instead, he slept late most mornings, ate whatever 
his mother had set aside for him, and then went out looking  
for his friends. He came home only when he felt like it. He 
preferred the company of friends to his fretting mother and his 
irritable father. He did not enjoy his brother’s company either. 
Angelo, who was now of school age, seemed to Francis to be 
little better than a self-satisfied snob. 

This morning passed like many others for Francis. For 
a time, he and his friends watched the knights spar and did a 
little sparring themselves. Then they squandered the rest of the 
afternoon roaming about town. As dinner time approached, 
Francis remembered his broken promise again, and decided not 



to return home until everyone in the household was asleep. He 
could wait it out at the home of one of his friends or pass the 
time at a local inn.  

Just as he had hoped, no one stirred when Francis crept 
into the house late that night. The hearth fire was out, but 
his mother had left a lamp burning near the door. He slipped 
into his bedroom and closed the door. He knew he would hear 
nothing about his absence from work if he did not emerge until 
late morning when everyone else was busy or away. He settled in 
for a long, comfortable night’s sleep.

Although Francis was growing distant from his family, he 
was never lonely. He had friends in every walk of life in the small 
town. Lonso, the baker, beamed whenever Francis came in. 
Displaying his fresh bread and pastries, Lonso would exclaim, “I 
hoped you would come by, Francesco, I’ve outdone myself this 
morning!”  

The farrier’s stall was another regular stop for Francis. 
Simone, the farrier, shared with Francis a love for horses. Pietro 
had procured a Spanish pony, a jennet, for his son in a lucra-
tive trade and the farrier assured Francis that it was the envy of 
many a nobleman in Assisi. To show it off, Francis sometimes 
rode his horse through the Murorupto, an affluent neighbor-
hood that took its name from the ancient Roman walls partially 
surrounding it. Situated near Assisi’s northwestern gate, Porta 
San Giacomo, the Murorupto provided a convenient shortcut 
when business or pleasure took him out of town. Francis tried to 



act as if he belonged there. His blasé exterior barely disguised his 
reverential awe of its expansive palaces and refined inhabitants. 

Count Favarone Scifi and his wife, Ortolana, lived in the 
Murorupto with their small daughters. Their family lineage was 
as old as ancient Rome itself. Occasionally when he rode by, 
Francis saw the noble Count Favarone or his brother, Count 
Monaldo, on the broad staircase in front of the Scifi palace 
looking as important as Francis imagined them to be. The cloth 
merchant’s son was not envious, but he was ambitious. Someday, 
he vowed, he would be just as important as they. And he would 
live in just such a home.   

Late one morning when Francis was seventeen, he passed 
through the Murorupto on his way to join a hawking party in 
the country. He noticed one of the small Scifi daughters playing 
by the fountain that splashed in front of her home. She could 
not have been more than five years old and moved thoughtfully 
back and forth, placing pebbles in a pile on the ground.

“What game is that, little girl?” Francis asked her, pulling in 
the reins of his jennet. 

“I am Chiara Scifi di Favarone di Offredicio,” the little girl 
volunteered with a curtsy. Then turning to her collection of 
small rocks, she explained, “It is not really a game. You see, I add 
a pebble each time I offer a prayer or make a sacrifice for poor 
sinners.”  

“Your pile is growing large,” Francis teased. “Are there so 
many sinners in Assisi?” The little girl sighed, casting down her 
eyes so that her dark gold lashes rested on her cheeks. She shook 



her head solemnly. “We are all sinners, I am afraid.” Then she 
smiled up at him quickly to be sure she had not offended him.

Francis returned a reassuring smile and restrained his 
laughter at such an unusual pastime. Anyway, he thought to 
himself as he rode away, her prayers and sacrifices are not wasted. 
There is more sin in Assisi than such an innocent child could possibly 
guess. 

After a leisurely day of hawking, Francis threw a small feast 
for his friends at the tavern of one of his favorite inns, The Silver 
Stag. They loitered long over the wine until the night grew late 
and their jokes ceased to seem clever. Chiara’s pebbles came 
unexpectedly to Francis’s mind, and he decided it was time to 
go home. 

He stepped out into the dark street with a few of his friends, 
nearly tripping over a man asleep in the gutter. Francis recog-
nized the beggar, Albert. Unable to pass without giving him 
something, Francis fumbled in his leather pouch, took out a few 
coins, and placed them on the ground beside the man.  

“God’s blessings upon you!” said the beggar, stirring from 
his sleep. Then, to everyone’s surprise, he got up and spread his 
threadbare cloak on the ground in front of Francis as if he were 
royalty. “I revere you now, Francesco, son of Pietro di Bernar-
done,” he announced, “and one day not only I, but the whole 
world will revere you as one sent by God!”  

Flustered by the unexpected prediction, Francis treated it 
as a joke. He walked over Albert’s sodden cloak grandly to the 
applause of his companions. The beggar took his coins and cloak 



and disappeared into the night, calling back to Francis, “You’ll 
see!” 

While he made his way home, Francis puzzled over what 
Albert the beggar had said. It was such an outlandish claim, 
yet something about it seemed authentic. He had always had 
an intuition that he would be great one day, but to be “sent by 
God” was not how he thought of it. What could it mean? Since 
he could not solve the puzzle, Francis decided to ignore it.

 



Chapter Two

“WHAT ARE YOU DOING, FRANCIS?”

“What are you doing, Francis?” his brother asked when 
they met on the street by San Giorgio one afternoon 

a few weeks later. It was a question Francis heard often. Today 
though it was followed by another that was unusual. “Why do 
you look so green?”

“Hush, Angelo,” Francis hissed. “Do you see that wretched 
man across the way?”

Angelo turned in the direction Francis was looking. “Yes. 
His leprosy is advanced,” he said as he stared at a disfigured man 
hobbling across the street. He carried a bundle of old rags gath-
ered from the shops to use as bandages at the leper hospital on 
the outskirts of town. 

“How disgusting!” Angelo added contemptuously.  
“Hush,” Francis insisted again. He did not want to give 

offense to the sick man but, at the same time, he did not want 
to be anywhere near him. Keeping one hand over his nose and 
mouth, he pulled a few coins from his pouch. 



“Here,” he said to his brother, “give these to him for me, will 
you, Angelo?”

Angelo snorted at his brother’s squeamishness. Taking the 
coins, he stepped into the street and tossed them in the direction 
of the leper. The sick man picked them up and made a sign of 
the cross to show his gratitude, since he had no lips or tongue 
with which to speak. Francis was nauseated but acknowledged 
the leper with a nod. Then, taking Angelo by the arm, he scut-
tled away. 

If Francis was generous toward beggars and lepers, he was 
more so with his friends. As he grew older, he became more 
extravagant and his popularity among the young men of Assisi 
increased. Any one near his age, from any social class, was 
welcomed by Francis as a friend and potential party guest. 
Bernardo was the son of Berardello, one of the wealthiest 
noblemen in Assisi. Benetto was the son of the well-to-do tailor 
whose shop stood next to Pietro’s on the Piazza del Mercado. 
Lapaccio was the son of Lapo, of the imperial guard stationed at 
the Rocca Maggiore. Roberto, his closest friend, was a neighbor 
on Via San Paolo whose parents, Pasquale and Nofra, worked 
in the cloth trade as journeymen assisting local merchants with 
sewing and deliveries. Although his friends represented a wide 
range in social class, they were united in one objective: to have a 
good time, day and night. 

Francis continued to view the cloth business as an interrup-
tion to his social life. He was beginning to realize that there was 
a great deal more to it than he had previously assumed. On the 
days when he came to work, he had to note the inventory and 



balance the budget for the shop. He filled letters of debt when 
agents came from other merchants. Sometimes he was allowed 
to represent his father on short trips to collect debts from cloth 
merchants in Gubbio and Perugia, or to choose wools from the 
local mills. His affable manners made him a valuable asset in  
the shop and that is how his father made the most use of him,  
on the occasions that he showed up to work. 

“No wonder he is often preoccupied and cross at the end of 
the day!” Francis mused one day as he observed his father with 
a difficult customer. 

“This fabric is uneven,” the man was complaining. 
“What do you mean? It is a fine raw silk, I assure you,” 

insisted Pietro. “The varied texture is considered a desirable 
feature. One can see from a distance that it is genuine silk of the 
best quality.”

“It is uneven. I don’t like it. Do you have any that is even?”
“I have shown you three varieties of silk, in five different 

colors.” Pietro betrayed the slightest irritation. “Perhaps you 
want a different fabric? A smooth satin?”

“No, I want silk. It must be silk! But this is uneven.”
The customer was not satisfied, but not inclined to move on 

either. Other customers were waiting.  
Francis had been entering inventory in his father’s books, 

while his friend Bernardo leaned against the wall waiting for him. 
Detecting his father’s stress, Francis came near the customer who 
was pondering the many silks, thus freeing his father to attend 
to the others in the shop. “This is the most striking one of all,” 
Francis said as if to himself, taking an edge of a deep crimson silk 



in his hands. Turning to Bernardo he said confidentially, “This 
is the fabric I will recommend to the Duchess of Urslingen. She 
will be wanting something suitably elegant for the baptism of 
young Frederick Hohenstaufen next month. The Duchess will 
be hosting the celebration, naturally, and will want to be as 
refined as the Queen herself.”

Bernardo, who knew nothing about fabrics, and cared 
less, looked blank until Francis winked at him. Taking the cue,  
he looked at the cloth and said, “It appears very rich, indeed; 
like something suited to nobility alone. Perhaps my sister  
would like some for the same event. I suppose she will be 
attending. Is there enough?” 

“I am not sure,” Francis considered. “I will check the  
inventory.”

“Don’t trouble yourself!” interrupted the customer. “I will 
take that one,” he announced imperiously, “. . . all that you have 
of it!”

“Oh, sir,” said Francis, with an air of good-natured resig-
nation, “you certainly have a sense of quality. This is, without 
doubt, our finest crimson silk.” 

This was true, as a matter of fact. Francis understood human 
weakness and was not above manipulating it to advantage, but 
he would not lie. Like his father, he recognized excellence, and he 
was honest. Francis was confident that this man, whose finicky 
ways spoke of newly acquired wealth, would be a returning 
customer. 

“Thank you for your business! The recipient of this cloth 



will be fortunate indeed,” said Francis amiably as he completed 
the sale. 

“Thank you. I was perhaps a trifle difficult, but one doesn’t 
want to settle for anything less than the best.”

“How true!” said Francis.  
With this transaction concluded, Francis and Bernardo 

hurried from the shop before Pietro could object. There was to 
be a play that evening in Assisi, the first of its kind, written and 
performed entirely in French. After the performance, Francis 
planned to treat a large group of friends to a banquet of foods 
and wine that his father had procured from France. Naturally, 
Francis had preparations to attend to, so Pietro was left to deal 
with the customers by himself. At the end of the day, Pietro 
locked up his shop and went home alone.   

Francis came home from his party much later in the night. 
The house was dark except for the small lantern that his mother 
always left burning for him. Francis tossed his cloak on the back 
of a chair, took the lantern, and flopped on his bed. He would 
not go to the shop in the morning, he decided; he was too tired. 

How good it was, Francis reflected, to be free to come and 
go as he pleased, to do whatever he liked! He was lavish with 
everything: clothes, food, and parties. He knew how to have a 
good time. He had plenty of money, and he spent it. Occasion-
ally his mother reminded him that he was the son of a merchant, 
not one of the grand nobility. But why shouldn’t he live like a 
nobleman? Was he not just as good as they?  

Some of his friends were noblemen, some were not, but they 
all treated Francis as if he were. He played the part well. He 



had the most expensive clothing, the best horse, the most ready 
money, and more freedom than any of them. He was generous, 
easy going, and chivalrous in public, with the confidence of a 
natural leader.

Pica often wished her husband would curb their son, and in 
fact Pietro, too, sometimes grumbled over Francesco’s behavior. 
“You are no prince’s son, Francis, to throw away money as though 
it were water. Must you feed so many parasites at our expense?” 
he exclaimed. His father harbored a certain detectable pride, 
however, that his son knew how to behave like a prince. The rare 
scoldings he gave his son were unconvincing and, consequently, 
ineffective.   

Occasionally Francis did push his parents too far, however. 
He awoke the morning after the play to the unaccustomed 
sound of raised voices outside his bedroom.  

“He asked his friend, Benetto, the tailor’s son, to do it,” he 
heard Angelo whine.

“Why did you not tell us?” came his father’s angry voice.
“You didn’t ask me,” Angelo answered. “Besides, I didn’t 

know you would mind so much.”
“Oh Francis, Francis,” he heard his mother murmur. 
Hmmm, he thought uncomfortably, I wonder what they are 

all ranting about?
At that point Pietro barged into Francis’s room. He 

pretended to be asleep, but in his father’s agitated state, that ruse 
went unnoticed.

“Francis! What did you do to the expensive velvet cloak your 



mother and I gave you last month for your birthday?” Pietro 
asked through clenched teeth. 

Oh, is that all it is? Francis thought.  
Aloud he said, “I did that days ago, Father. I wanted to play 

the part of a traveling minstrel. I thought the rough patches 
sewn into the velvet would startle people. It was supposed to be 
funny.” 

He could see that this did nothing to placate his father. 
“Anyway, I can still wear it with the patches on. I wore it last 
night. It gets attention.” At the time he asked his tailor friend, 
Benetto, to cut up his cloak and sew in the patches, it had 
seemed like a great idea. Now, under Pietro’s glare, it seemed 
regrettably absurd.  

His father was unimpressed by this feeble attempt at flattery. 
“I’ll bet it gets attention,” Pietro growled. “It has certainly gotten 
mine. I bought that velvet myself in Paris, I know how excep-
tional it is . . . or was, before you destroyed it! You, the son of a 
cloth merchant, ought to recognize its quality. How could you 
just cut it up and patch it with rags? Rags!”  

Pietro tossed the adulterated cloak on the floor and stormed 
out of the bedroom. Francis, groaning to himself, muttered an 
irritable but refined, “Mon Dieu!” and covered his head with his 
blanket. 

I guess I will get up, Francis thought at last. I will take a 
walk first and go to the shop later, once Father has had time to calm 
down. Maybe.

Francis left home feeling some remorse, but not much. True, 



the cloak was expensive, but his family had plenty of money. 
Francis thought his father was unduly frugal. After all, he was 
probably the wealthiest merchant in Assisi! He had his own shop 
and several properties in the surrounding valley. His home stood 
on the most valuable real estate within the city, apart from the 
estates of the nobility. Oh, he knew his father worked hard, but 
Francis was not convinced that he needed to work as hard as 
he did. Of course, there were expenses if one was to maintain a 
suitably high profile: servants, horses, imported furniture, and 
exotic foods. These were costly. And there were heavy taxes to 
pay. Francis had heard his father complain about them. 

With already wounded pride, the indignant Francis turned 
his attention to the injustices of the social system in which he 
lived. Although the Bernardone family was wealthy, he knew 
they could never rise to the level of nobility, which was almost 
exclusively hereditary. Nor could they expect to hold high  
political offices. As a burgher of consequence in Assisi, Pietro 
sometimes represented the merchant class in town council meet-
ings, but that was the most political status he could ever expect 
to achieve.  

Francis had heard other merchants and tradesmen in town 
grumble about injustices. They were especially resentful about 
their lack of freedom under the watchful eye of Duke Conrad 
of Urslingen, the German lord whom Emperor Frederick 
Barbarossa had installed in the Rocca Maggiore above the town. 
The foreign duke had been named “Count of Assisi and Nocera.” 
The title alone was cause for indignation. How could a German 
lord be Count over the heart of Italy?  



Why should my father slave away to pay taxes and quitrents, 
just so that a few noblemen can build their high towers, and lord it 
over the rest of Assisi? thought Francis. A bitterness festered in his 
impressionable mind, along with a hatred for the higher class. 
He was fond of his friends who belonged to that class—but that 
was beside the point. 

 
As the face of imperial oppression in Assisi, the duke had never 
been liked. After Frederick Barbarossa’s death, the new emperor, 
Henry VI, depended on Duke Conrad to maintain order in the 
region. The nobility, who served under him as a kind of political 
police force, built their lofty towers above the common people 
as a well-intended reminder of their protective presence. Yet this, 
too, aroused indignation. In Assisi, as in most of the towns of 
Italy, rivalry existed between the noble classes—the majores—
and the class of serfs—merchants, and craftsmen, called the 
minores. It was a place ripe for civil strife.  

In September of 1197, Emperor Henry VI died suddenly 
and then his wife, the Empress Constance, died soon after, 
leaving their three-year-old son, Frederick Hohenstaufen, with 
the wealth and responsibility of a vast empire. Pope Innocent 
had been entrusted with the boy’s upbringing, but Italy was on 
edge without a viable emperor.  

The gap in imperial power inspired uprisings across Italy. 
Long-held resentment in Assisi, too, reached the boiling point. 
In the spring of 1198, Duke Conrad left his post in Assisi to 
pledge allegiance to the pope and his imperial ward in Narni. As 



soon as his back was turned, the lid was lifted and hatred spilled 
into the streets of Assisi.

“Conrad has gone to Narni!” a loud cry came from some-
where. “Storm the Rocca! Storm the Rocca now!” Shouts echoed 
through the streets. The resentful minores saw their opportunity 
to free themselves from all over-lordship, and they grasped it. 
After the first cry reached the Bernardone household, Francis 
raced to the latticed window that looked onto Via San Paulo. 
Pica watched him.

“What are you doing, Francis?” she asked, her voice full of 
apprehension.  

Without a word, he charged out the door. Pale with fear, Pica 
followed as far as the doorway and then stopped. Pietro shrugged 
his shoulders. Angelo did nothing.

Pica watched the gathering young men of Assisi, wild with 
mindless hatred and lust for revenge. They charged toward the 
citadel as one mob. “Please, God, protect my son,” she murmured. 

Sighing, she turned back into the room and closed the door 
behind her. 

“The boy will be fine,” Pietro said. “He knows how to take 
care of himself. He is a better fighter than most young men his 
age.”  

That is little comfort, thought Pica, as she returned to her 
work. The dishes were unfinished, the hearth was dirty, but in 
her state of distraction, the servants irked her. She dismissed them 
for the night and then scrubbed and cleaned long after Pietro and 
Angelo had gone to bed. Dishes that had never even been used 



except as decoration were polished to a high gloss. Francis did not 
return that night, nor for many nights after.


